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1. INTRODUCTION
The linear operator L defined byn
n kk xnL f , x [ f , x G 0, n s 1, 2, . . . , .  nn  / / kn y k q 1 1 q x .ks0
w0, `.   .  ..where f g R for convenience, we also set L f , x [ f 0 was intro-0
w xduced by Bleimann, Butzer, and Hahn 1 to approximate continuous
functions on the positive semi-axis and has been studied by several authors
 w x.see, for instance, 3, 9, 10, 14 .
w xIn 1 , the authors pointed out some formal similarities and differences
between L and other operators, namely, the classical Bernstein operatorn
given by
n k nykn k w xB h , x [ h x 1 y x , x g 0, 1 , n s 1, 2, . . . , .  .n  / / knks0
where h g R w0, 1x; the Baskakov operator H defined byn
` kk xn q k y 1H f , x [ f , x G 0, n s 1, 2, . . . , . n nqk / / kn 1 q x .ks0
w .  .  a.  .where f g C 0, ` satisfies f x s O x x ª ` , for some a ) 0; and
the Meyer-Konig and Zeller operator M in the modified version ofÈ n
w x.Cheney and Sharma 2 defined by
` knq1 n q k kM g , x [ 1 y x g x , .  . n  / / kn q kks0
x g 0, 1 , n s 1, 2, . . . ,.
w .  .  .ya.  .where g g C 0, 1 satisfies g x s O 1 y x , x ª 1 , for some a ) 0.
 w x.In a further remark after 1, Lemma 1 , the authors observed that
``there exists essentially the same connection between the B and the Ln n
as between the H and the M ; it is basically given by the rationaln n
 .  . w . y1 .transformation r u [ ur 1 q u , u g 0, ` , and its inverse r ¨ [
 . w .¨r 1 y ¨ , ¨ g 0, 1 . Since this transformation is rational, one can hardly
 .expect to carry over the well-known results of the operator B or H ton n
 .the transformed operator L or M .'' This last assertion is true withn n
 .regard to convergence results with rates , which is the main topic consid-
w xered in 1 . However, if one is interested in various kinds of iterates of
these operators and other topics, the preceding ideas become very fruitful.
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w xIn the next section, we show that the ``connection'' suggested in 1 can
be formulated in a precise way by means of the following two identities
 .Theorems 1 and 2 ,
Lk s T#( B k (S#, 1 .n nq1
M k s T ( H k (S, 2 .n n
k  0where A denotes the k th iterate of the operator A i.e., A s I is the
identity operator on the corresponding function space and, for k G 1,
k ky1.A s A( A , and S, T , S#, T# are suitable positive linear operators
which will be defined below.
 .Thanks to identity 1 , different properties of B can be transferred ton
L with little extra effort. Thus, the limiting behavior of the iterates of Ln n
 .is immediately derived from 1 and the well-known results by Kelisky and
w x w x Rivlin 8 and Karlin and Ziegler 7 for the iterates of B see Theorem 5n
.and Remark 1 below . On the other hand, the behavior of the iterates of
Fejer]Korovkin typeÂ
r rr jy1 jL [ I y I y L s y1 L , .  .n , r n n /j
js1
 .is also derived from 1 and the corresponding result for B shown byn
w x  .  .Felbecker 4 see Theorem 4 in Section 3 . Identity 2 is used to carry
over analogous properties of the operator H to the operator Mn n
 .  .  .Theorem 3, Remark 2 . Finally, formulae 1 and 2 may have other
applications, some of which are outlined in the last section.
2. THE BASIC IDENTITIES
We introduce the following auxiliary operators. Firstly, let T : R w0, 1. ª
R w0, `. and T#: R w0, 1x ª R w0, `. be the positive linear operators defined by
T g , x [ 1 q x g xr1 q x , x g 0, ` , .  .  . .
T#h [ Th#,
w . w0, `. w0, 1.where h# is the restriction of h to 0, 1 . Secondly, let S: R ª R
and S#: R w0, `. ª R w0, 1x be defined by
S f , x [ 1 y x f xr1 y x , x g 0, 1 , .  .  . .
S f , x if x g 0, 1 . .
S# f , x [ .  0 if x s 1.
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On the other hand, we shall use the notations
ya
M [ g g C 0, 1 : g x s O 1 y x x ª 1 , for some a ) 0 ,.  .  .  . 4 .
aH [ f g C 0, ` : f x s O x x ª ` , for some a ) 0 , 4.  .  .  .
C* 0, ` [ f g C 0, ` : f x s o x , x ª ` . 4. .  .  .  .
The following lemma collects some properties of the preceding opera-
tors to be used throughout the paper. All the assertions can be checked by
elementary calculations.
LEMMA 1. We ha¨e
 . w0, `.a T (S s T#(S# is the identity operator on R .
 . w0, 1.b S(T is the identity operator on R .
 .  . w0, 1x  .c S#(T# h s h, for e¨ery h g R such that h 1 s 0.
 .d S, T , and T# preser¨ e continuity and con¨ergence on compact
subsets.
 . w . w xe If f g C* 0, ` then S# f g C 0, 1 .
 . rw .  r .f Let r s 0, 1, . . . . If g g C 0, 1 satisfies g g M , then Tg g
rw .  . r .C 0, ` and Tg g H.
 . rw .  r .g Let r s 0, 1, . . . . If f g C 0, ` satisfies f g H, then Sf g
rw .  . r .C 0, 1 and Sf g M.
The relation between the iterates of L and B is given in then nq1
following theorem.
THEOREM 1. For n, k s 0, 1, 2 . . . , we ha¨e
Lk s T#( B k (S#.n nq1
 .Proof. If k s 0, we just have Lemma 1 a . If k s 1, the result follows
from the equality
n kk xnf n / / kn y k q 1 1 q x .ks0
n k krn q 1
s 1 q x 1 y f .   /  /n q 1 1 y krn q 1 .ks0
nq1ykkx 1n q 1
= , / /  /k 1 q x 1 q x
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where f g R w0, `. and x G 0. Finally, if k G 2, the conclusion follows by
 .induction on k, taking into account Lemma 1 c .
Before stating the identities concerning the operators M and H , wen n
give the following two lemmata. The first one is a well-known elementary
 w x.result cf. 6 .
LEMMA 2. Let X be a random ¨ariable ha¨ing the negati¨ e binomial
 .distribution with parameters n and q g 0, 1 , i.e.,
n q j y 1 n jP X s j s 1 y q q , j s 0, 1, 2, . . . . .  . /j
Then, for k s 1, 2, . . . ,
kE X X y 1 ??? X y k q 1 s n n q 1 ??? n q k y 1 qr1 y q . .  .  .  .  .
The second lemma guarantees that M and H can be iterated on Mn n
and H, respectively.
LEMMA 3. For n s 1, 2, . . . , we ha¨e:
 .a If g g M then M g g M.n
 .b If f g H then H f g H.n
 .  .Proof. Both parts a and b easily follow from Lemma 2 and the
probabilistic representations
V xr1 q x .n
H f , x s Ef , .n  /n
V x .nq1
M g , x s Eg , .n  /n q V x .nq1
 .where E denotes mathematical expectation and V u is a random variablen
having the negative binomial distribution with parameters n, u.
THEOREM 2. For n s 1, 2, . . . and k s 0, 1, 2, . . . , we ha¨e
M k g s S( H k (T g , g g M , .n n
and
H k f s T ( M k (S f , f g H . .n n
Proof. The proof follows along the lines of that in Theorem 1. Details
are omitted.
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3. ITERATES OF FEJER]KOROVKIN TYPE
In order to increase the rate of convergence according to the smooth-
 w x.ness of the functions, several authors cf. 4, 12, 13 have considered the
operator B defined byn, r
r rr jy1 jB [ I y I y B s y1 B , n , r s 1, 2, . . . . .  .n , r n n /j
js1
Obviously, B s B . For r ) 1, the operator B is not positive, but itn, 1 n n, r
w xsatisfies the following property shown by Felbecker 4 .
2 rw xTHEOREM A. Let r s 1, 2, . . . and h g C 0, 1 . Then
ry1r rlim n B h , x y h x s y1 B# h , x .  .  .  .n , r
nª`
w xuniformly on 0, 1 , where B# is the differential operator defined by
x 1 y x .
2w x w xB# h , x [ h0 x , x g 0, 1 , h g C 0, 1 . 3 .  .  .
2
w xThis result has been extended by Gawronsky and Stadtmuller 5 to aÈ
large class of discrete operators. The following theorem is the specializa-
w xtion of 5, Theorem 1 to the case of the Baskakov operator.
2 rw . 2 r .THEOREM B. Let r s 1, 2, . . . and let f g C 0, ` such that f g H.
Then
ry1r rlim n H f , x y f x s y1 H f , x .  .  .  .n , r
nª`
w .  . runiformly on compact subsets of 0, ` , where H [ I y I y H and H isn, r n
the differential operator defined by
x 1 q x .
2H f , x [ f 0 x , x G 0, f g C 0, ` . 4 .  . .  .
2
The results of Gawronsky and Stadtmuller do not apply to L nor M .È n n
In this section, the analogous results for L and M are derived fromn n
Theorems A and B, respectively, by using the identities shown in the
preceding section. To do this, we need the following auxiliary result.
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 .LEMMA 4. a Let L be the differential operator gi¨ en by
2x 1 q x .
2L f , x [ f 0 x , x G 0, f g C 0, ` . 5 .  . .  .
2
Then, we ha¨e
Lr s T ( B r (S, r s 1, 2, . . . ,
2w .where B is the differential operator on C 0, 1 defined in the same way as B#
 .in 3 , i.e.,
x 1 y x .
2B g , x [ g 0 x , x g 0, 1 , g g C 0, 1 . .  . . .
2
 .b Let M be the differential operator gi¨ en by
2x 1 y x .
2M g , x [ g 0 x , x g 0, 1 , g g C 0, 1 . 6 .  . . .  .
2
We ha¨e
M r s S( H r (T , r s 1, 2, . . . ,
 .where H is defined in 4 .
 .  .Proof. Parts a and b have similar proofs. Actually, the case r s 1
can be easily checked and, for r G 2, the conclusion follows by induction,
 .  .taking into account Lemma 1 a , b .
 .Using Theorem 2, Lemma 1, and Lemma 4 b , the following result is
obtained as an immediate consequence of Theorem B.
2 rw . 2 r .THEOREM 3. Let r s 1, 2, . . . and let g g C 0, 1 such that g g M.
Then
ry1r rlim n M g , x y g x s y1 M g , x .  .  .  .n , r
nª`
w .uniformly on compact subsets of 0, 1 , where
r
M [ I y I y M s S( H (T .n , r n n , r
 .and M is the differential operator defined in 6 .
The corresponding result for the operator L is stated in Theorem 4.n
Observe that it contains, as a particular case, the Voronovskaja-type result
w xfor L obtained by Totik 14 .n
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2 rw .THEOREM 4. Let r s 1, 2, . . . and let f g H l C 0, ` . Then
ry1r rlim n L f , x y f x s y1 L f , x .  .  .  .n , r
nª`
w .uniformly on compact subsets of 0, ` , where
r
L [ I y I y L s T#( B (S# 7 .  .n , r n nq1, r
 .and L is the differential operator gi¨ en in 5 .
The proof of Theorem 4, based on Theorem 1, Lemma 1, and Theorem
2 rw .A, is not as simple as that of Theorem 3. In fact, if f g C 0, ` , then
2 rw . 2 rw xS# f g C 0, 1 , but it cannot be guaranteed that S# f g C 0, 1 . This is
the reason why we shall need the following auxiliary result.
w xLEMMA 5. Let x g 0, 1 and n s 1, 2, . . . . Define, inducti¨ ely on j,
nykn1. kp x [ x 1 y x , k s 0, . . . , n , .  .n , k  /k
n
 j. 1.  jy1.p x [ p irn p x , k s 0, . . . , n. .  .  .n , k n , k n , i
is0
For j s 1, 2, . . . , we ha¨e
 . w0, 1xa Let h g R . Then
n
j  j.B h , x s h krn p x . .  .  .n n , k
ks0
 .  j.  .In particular take h ' 1 , the quantities p x , k s 0, . . . , n add up to 1.n, k
 .b For p G 1,
pn k
 j. ypr2y x p x F C n , n s 1, 2 . . . , . n , k j , pnks0
where C is some positi¨ e constant only depending upon j and p.j, p
 .Proof of Lemma 5. Assertion a can be easily checked by induction on
 .j. To prove b , we also use induction. For j s 1, the result is well known
 w x.cf., for instance, 11, p. 15 . On the other hand, using the inequality
< < p py1 < < p < < pa q b F 2 a q b , a, b g R, .
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we have, for j ) 1,
p pn n nk k
 j. 1.  jy1.y x p x s y x p irn p x .  .  .  n , k n , k n , in nks0 ks0 is0
pn n k i
py1 1.  jy1.F 2 y p irn p x .  .  n , k n , i /n nis0 ks0
pn i
 jy1.q y x p x . . n , inis0
 .Thus, the conclusion follows from a , the case j s 1, and the induction
hypothesis.
Now, we are in a position to show Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 4. Let a ) 0 and fix z such that a* [ ar1 q a -
2 rw xz - 1. Choose h g C 0, 1 such that
w xh u s S# f , u , for all u g 0, z . 8 .  .  .
 .  . w xBy 7 and 8 , we obviously have, for x g 0, a ,
L f , x y f x s Q x q R x , .  .  .  .n , r n n
where
Q x [ 1 q x B h , xr1 q x y h xr1 q x .  .  .  .n nq1, r
and
R x [ 1 q x B S# f y h , xr1 q x . .  .  .n nq1, r
 .  .From Theorem A, Lemma 4 a , and 8 , we deduce that
ry1r rlim n Q x s 1 q x y1 B# h , xr1 q x .  .  .  .n
nª`
ry1 rs y1 T ( B (S f , x .  .  .
ry1 rs y1 L f , x , .  .
w xuniformly on 0, a . Therefore, the proof will be complete as soon as we
show that, for j s 1, . . . , r,
Uj y rq1.sup B S# f y h , xr1 q x F C n , n s 1, 2, . . . , 9 . .nq1 j
w xxg 0, a
where CU is some positive constant.j
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Since f g H, it is not hard to see that
bsup S# f , krn q 1 F Cn , n s 1, 2, . . . , 10 .  .
 .kr nq1 )z
 .for some constants C ) 0 and b G 0. Taking into account 8 , and using
 .successively 10 , Chebyshev's inequality, and Lemma 5, we obtain, for
w xx g 0, a .
jB S# f y h , xr1 q x .nq1
 j.s S# f , krn q 1 y h krn q 1 p xr1 q x .  .  . nq1, k
 .kr nq1 )z
b 5 5  j.F Cn q h p xr1 q x . .  nq1, k
 .  .  .kr nq1 yxr 1qx ) zya*
 .2 bqrq1nq1 k x .y2 bqrq1bF C9n z y a* y .  n q 1 1 q xks0
= p j. xr1 q x .nq1, k
 .y bqrq1 Ub y rq1.F C0 n C n q 1 F C n , .j j
5 5 w x  .where ? denotes the sup-norm in C 0, 1 . This shows claim 9 and,
therefore, the proof of Theorem 4 is complete.
4. LIMIT BEHAVIOR OF ITERATES
The main purpose of this section is to deduce the limit behavior of Lkn.,n
 . kn.as n ª ` and k n ª `, from the limit behavior of B .n
The following theorem summarizes the main results concerning the limit
 .  .behavior of the iterates of the Bernstein operator. Parts a , b , and
 . w xformula 11 were obtained by Kelisky and Rivlin 8 , while the first
 . w xassertion in part c was shown by Karlin and Ziegler 7 .
w xTHEOREM C. Let h g C 0, 1 . We ha¨e:
 .  . 5 kn. 5a If k n rn ª 0 then B h y h ª 0.n
 .  . 5 kn. 5b If k n rn ª ` then B h y B h ª 0.n 1
 .  .  . 5 kn.  . 5   .c If k n rn ª t g 0, ` then B h y B t h ª 0, where B t :n
4 w xt G 0 is the C -semigroup of operators acting on C 0, 1 whose infinitesimal0
 .generator is the differential operator B# defined in 3 . In particular, if
 . r  .h u [ u r s 1, 2, . . . , thenr
r
i w xB t h , x s b x , x g 0, 1 , .  . r i
is1
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where
2
r y iiq jy1 .2 r  /i j y ir yj jy1. tr2b [ e . 11 .i  /i 2 j y 2 j q r y 1r jsi  /  /j y i r y j
Combining Theorem C with Theorem 1 and Lemma 1, we immediately
obtain the following result.
w .THEOREM 5. Let f g C* 0, ` . We ha¨e:
 .  . kn. .  .a If k n rn ª 0 then L f , x ª f x , uniformly on compactn
subsets.
 .  . kn. .  .b If k n rn ª ` then L f , x ª f 0 , uniformly on compactn
subsets.
 .  .  . kn. .  . .c If k n rn ª t g 0, ` then L f , x ª L t f , x , uniformly onn
compact subsets, where
L t [ T#( B t (S#. 12 .  .  .
 .  .1y r  .In particular, if f u [ 1 q u r s 1, 2, . . . , thenr
r
1y iL t f , x s b 1 q x , x G 0, .  .  .r i
is1
 .where b is defined in 11 .i
w xRemark 1. Karlin and Ziegler 7 have shown that
1
B t h , x s B h , x q h y y B h , y p t ; x , y dy , .  .  .  .  .  .H1 1
0
 .where p t; x, y is the transition probability density of a diffusion process
w xon 0, 1 with absorbing barriers whose backward equation is
­ p x 1 y x ­ 2 p .
s 2­ t 2 ­ x
 w  .x  ..see 7, 1.10 for the explicit formula for p t; x, y . From this fact and
 .12 , it is not hard to see that
`
L t f , x s f 0 q f y y f 0 q t ; x , y dy , .  .  .  .  .  .H
0
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where
1 q x x y
q t ; x , y [ p t ; , . . 3  /1 q x 1 q y1 q y .
Remark 2. The results for the Bernstein operator were extended by
w xKarlin and Ziegler 7 to a more general context of positive linear opera-
w xtors. Although the Baskakov operator is not specifically mentioned in 7 , it
 w x.satisfies analogous properties to the Szasz operator see 7, Sect. 5 .Â
Therefore, as we have shown for B kn. and Lkn., the properties concerningn n
the limit behavior of H kn. can be transferred to M kn. via Theorem 2n n
above. We shall not enter into the details.
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Theorems 1 and 2 may have other applications. As an example, we give
a simple proof of the following known results on convexity concerning Ln
 w x.cf. 3, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2; 9; 10 .
THEOREM 6. Let f g R w0, `. be a nonincreasing con¨ex function. Then,
for n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , we ha¨e:
 .a L f is con¨ex.n
 .b L f G L f.n nq1
To prove Theorem 6, we shall need the following elementary result.
LEMMA 6. The operators S, T , and T# preser¨ e con¨exity. Also, if
f g R w0, `. is nonincreasing and con¨ex, then S# f is con¨ex.
Proof of Theorem 6. As it is well known, if h g R w0, 1x is convex then, for
n s 1, 2, . . . , B h is convex and, moveover, B h G B h. Thus, the con-n n nq1
 .  .clusion in a follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 6, while part b is a
consequence of Theorem 1, Lemma 6, and the positivity of T#. The proof
is complete.
Also, the operators H and M preserve convexity and have the prop-n n
 w x.erty of monotonic convergence under convexity cf. 2, 10 . In view of
Theorem 2 and Lemma 6, it becomes apparent that M satisfies thesen
properties if and only if H does.n
On the other hand, we can obtain characterizations of convexity for Ln
w xand M similar to those established by Karlin and Ziegler in 7, Sect. 7 .n
This can be done by using the results in Section 4 or, alternatively, by using
the corresponding known results for B and H , via Theorems 1 and 2 andn n
Lemmas 1 and 6. Details are omitted.
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